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Synopsis
The strain and temperature dependence of the dynamic properties of rubber
containing various concentrationsof carbon black were characterized. The
measurements, obtained at lower strain amplitudes ( ~10~‘) than previous
studies, indicate that flocculation of the carbon black particles, and the enhanced
modulus and damping effected by it, are likely existent prior to any deformation.
The disruption of the carbon black network structure was found to be independent

of the mechanicalbehavior of the polymer, occurring at the samemacroscopic
strain independently of the stress level. The implications of this in terms of the
flocculation process are discussed. At reduced temperatures, filler interparticle
interactions intensify, and consequently their contribution to the mechanical

propertiesincreases.This greaterinfluenceof the filler structure is observedeven
as the glass transition of the rubber is approached and the behavior of the rubber
and carbon black phases converge.

INTRODUCTION
As a result of marked improvements in mechanical behavior together
with significant economic advantages, rubber reinforced with carbon
black represents the most widely used and extensively studied polymeric
composite. The contributions of the filler to the mechanical behavior are
strongly strain dependent. A portion of the modulus enhancement of
filled rubber results from amplification of the strain on chain molecules in
proximity to the inextensible carbon black particles.‘d With appropriate
consideration of the influence of rubber occlusion by the particles, this
hydrodynamic effect accounts very well for the rheology of filled rubber at
moderate strain levels.‘-’ At higher strains debonding of the polymer
chains from the carbon black,“.‘” orientation of the latter phase,’ ‘.I2 and
microscopic crack deviationI have been invoked to explain the various
physical properties.
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The simplest mechanical behavior might be expected at very low
strains; however, the published data are difficult to reconcile with accepted notions of the morphology of carbon black-rubber composites. At
diminished strain amplitudes a significant contribution to the stiffness
arises from interaction between aggregatesof the carbon black. This flocculation (also referred to as agglomeration) gives rise to a filler network
that pervades the rubbery continuum, and is responsible for high electrical conductivity,‘“”
yield stresses(thixotropy ) ,‘8-20and a modulus inversely dependent on strain.“-z3 The latter phenomena reflect the break
up of the flocculated structure, as the mechanical stressovercomes the van
der Waals forces responsible for bonding of the particles. Although electrical conduction can be effected by electron tunneling and hopping (thermally activated transport between traps in the polymeric mediand thus does not require direct contacts between the
um), ‘4S’6S24*‘5
carbon black particles, nevertheless deformation brings about a loss of
conductivity that parallels the loss of mechanical stiffness.“.2”‘X
The model of a filled elastomer as comprised of a matrix of rubber
containing a network of carbon black is consistent with high electrical
conductivity in the absenceof strain, and with the reduction of both electrical conductivity and modulus upon deformations of sufficient magnitude to break up the flocculated structure. The modulus, of course, cannot
be measured without straining. Below the level at which the filler network
is disrupted, the elastic modulus is known to exhibit an invariance to
deformation that is maintained down to roughly lop3 strain amplitude.z3~‘“.“’However, it has been reported that at lower strains filled rubber becomesmore compliant, with broad maxima observed for the dependence of the dynamic modulus on strain amplitude. ’ ‘*3’-34Such a decrease
in modulus at very low strains is consistent with the idea of a three-dimensional network structure produced by the interaction of the filler particles
only if the flocculation is brought about by deformation (presumably as
the strain approaches about lo@’ in amplitude). While high unstrained
electrical conductivity could still be rationalized in terms of conduction
by an electron hopping mechanism without actual particle contacts, the
occurrence of a yield stress in filled rubber implies that the filler network
exists prior to any deformation.
The details of the strain dependence of dynamic properties has important implications regarding the morphology of carbon black reinforced
rubber. The reported observations of maxima in the elastic modulus ’ ‘J-” have been criticized as resulting from measurements made at
strain amplitudes beyond the range of the experimental apparatus.z3It has
been suggestedthat only when data have been obtained on more sensitive
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instrumentation can the apparent discrepancies between morphological
models and the observed behavior of filled rubber be resolved.29The present experiments were directed toward gaining a clearer understanding of
the relationship between structure and rheology in this important class of
polymeric composites.
EXPERIMENTAL
A rubber formulation was used which consisted of cis- 1,Cpolyisoprene
(SMR-L grade natural rubber) with 1.O% and 3.0% by weight, respectively, of antioxidant (Agerite D from the R. T. Vanderbilt Co.) and
dicumyl peroxide. The polymer was mixed in a Brabender Prepcenter
with 18.7% to 31.5% by volume (45 to 90 parts per hundred rubber) of
Nl 10 carbon black (Vulcan 9 from Cabot Corp.). This is an SAF type
black, with high structure and a very small particle size. Measurements
were also made on a blend containing 25% of the polyisoprene and 75%
poly(vinylethylene) with 0.5% peroxide and 27.2% by volume (75 phr)
of the N 110 black. The materials were cured in all casesat 160 “C for 30
min.
Mechanical testing was carried out at 30 “C except where otherwise
noted, using an Imass Co. Dynastat Mark II Instrument. The resolution
of the displacement transducer, 0.05 p, enables imposition of very small
strains. For the polyisoprene basedsamples,a tension-compression deformation cycle with zero mean load was utilized. The height ( 19 mm) and
diameter ( 12.5mm) of the bonded cylindrical test specimensprovided for
readily measurable loads at very small strains. The shearing at the ends
which accompaniesthe compression of a bonded cylinder35 was negligible
with the present configuration. For the blend samplestesting extended to
temperatures approaching the transition to the glassy state; accordingly,
these experiments were made in uniaxial extension on thin rectangular
strips.
Although the instrumental compliance was low (0.001 mm/kg), correction for i?’ significantly altered the obtained results, particularly for
cylindrical test specimens.To improve the signal to noise ratio, data taken
at the lowest strain amplitudes were averaged over 60 cycles. Viscous
heating was minimized by employing a 0.1 Hz frequency for all testing.
Individual measurements over the course of the 60 cycles confirmed the
absenceof any measurable thermal effects.
RESULTS
The elastic modulus E’, measured for the polyisoprene with various
levels of carbon black, is displayed in Fig. 1. The expected scaling at low
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FIG. 1. The storage modulus measured (at 30 % and 0.1 Hz) for polyisoprene containing
the indicated volumes of Nl 10 carbon black. It is seen that E' becomes invariant at low
strain.

strains with filler content is observed. At all concentrations of filler E’
exhibits an invariance to strain amplitudes for strains less than about
1OW’.Most significantly, the high elastic modulus known to be associated
with low strain amplitudes”~‘9.“’ IS
. maintained down through the lowest
strains at which the present measurements were made ( - lo-‘). This
clearly suggests that the carbon black network exists at the lowest mechanical strains, consistent with observations of yield stresses”-“’ and
high electrical conductivity”-”
in carbon black-rubber composites.
There is no hint in the present data of any strain-induced flocculation, as
would be inferred from previous results suggesting maxima in the E’ vs
strain amplitude relation. ’ ‘J ‘-34
The loss modulus E ” could be reliably measured only at strains above
about lo-‘. It was essentially constant prior to an increase at deformations approaching the level at which the elastic modulus markedly decreases(Fig. 2). A maximum in E ” in this range of strains is well established as reflecting the hysteresis arising from the breakup of the filler
network,",?",30
No indications were apparent herein of any of the multiple
maxima in the loss modulus vs strain relationship reported by some investigators.
I I.3l,J3,34
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Themagnitude of E ” at the lowest strains exceedsthat at strains greater
than lo-‘. This indicates that a certain degree of energy dissipation is
transpiring in the filler phase at strains insufficient for significant irreversible break up oftheflocculated structure. Any contribution to the hysteresis from alterations in the composite morphology would not be inconsistent with an intact filler structure, provided that such processes are
completely recovered during the time scale of a strain cycle. Rearrangement of the carbon black morphology without changes in the dynamic
modulus have in fact been observed in combined static and oscillatory
deformation experiments.” These processesapparently leave the filler
network intact, whereby E’ is undiminished. Frictional drag between
closely neighboring aggregates may generate hysteresis that is absent at
higher deformations. It is evident that both the stiffness and the hysteresis
of a filled rubber at very low mechanical strains can be expected to parallel
the carbon black content and its degree of flocculation.
Nonlinear viscoelastic behavior is, of course, implicit in the results of
Fig. 1; nevertheless,even at amplitudes for which the modulus is a marked
function of strain (between lOA’ and lo-‘), an undistorted sinusoidal
output is obtained in responseto a sinusoidal input. This proportionality
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between stressand strain under conditions whereby 6’ and E ” are strongly strain dependent is a consequence of the dynamical nature of the
network disruption-formation process.” At steady state, interaggregate
bonds broken during a given deformation cycle are reformed during the
samecycle; thus, at a given strain amplitude the stressand strain remain in
direct proportion, albeit with a phase lag. This transience of the network
structure during the course of a deformation cycle is seendirectly in electrical conductivity measurements.’ ‘*2h-2x
To the extent that the dynamic recovery ofthe filler structure cannot be
completed during the time scale of one deformation cycle, some dependence of the modulus-strain relationship on frequency or temperature
might be expected. Williams-Landel-Ferry type transformations of temperature and frequency data have been carried out with only modest successon filled elastomers in the rubbery state at low strains, with thermal
expansion coefficients and WLF shift factors found to be minimally influenced by the presenceof filler.3xT”9The successof such superpositioning
is dependent on the extent to which the temperature dependence of the
relevant mechanisms (involving, for example, the segmental mobility of
the polymer chains and the interactions between filler particles) are
equivalent.” The transition temperature itselfis invariant to carbon black
concentration.4”.J’ These results suggest that the segmental mobility of a
polymer is minimally affected by absorption of some chains onto the carbon black surface or by their proximity to a filler particle. While most
characterization of the dynamic properties of carbon black-rubber composites is done at temperatures well above the glass transition temperature, it is instructive to carry out these measurements at lower temperatures.
Displayed in Fig. 3 is the strain dependence of the elastic modulus
measured at a seriesof temperatures for a filled blend of polyisoprene and
poly( vinylethylene). This blend is miscible and thus exhibits a single glass
transition,42* that is moreover at a convenient temperature. The temperature range of the data encompassesthe glass to liquid transition region of the blend (Fig. 4). The qualitative dependence of E ’ on strain
amplitude is seenin Fig. 3 to be comparable at the various temperatures. It
is particularly noteworthy that the break up of the carbon black network
occurs for all temperatures at essentially the same strain. Evidently the
conditions necessary for network disruption are independent of the mechanical response of the polymeric phase. The disruption of the filler
structure seemsto be governed only by the total strain on the composite,
rather than depending, for example, on the strain energy, as has been
A strain amplitude criterion for network disruption has
suggested.J5.4h
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FIG. 3. The storage modulus for a blend of 75% poly( vinylethylene)
and 25% polyisoprene
wifh 27% by volume of N110, measured at various temperatures (denoted in Celsius alongside the respective curves). As the temperature approaches that ofthe glass transition ofthe
rubber matrix, the contribution
of the tiller to the low strain mechanical behavior is enhanced.
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FIG. 4. The elastic modulus of an untilled blend of 75% poly(vinylethylene)
polyisoprene measured at 0.1 Hz.
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successfully been employed to describe measurementson a wide range of
carbon black-rubber composites.29,47
Taking into account such results, a
model has been developed in which both the critical strain required for
network disruption and the strain dependence of the breakage rate of the
aggregate contacts are assumed to be universal constants.47 Implicit in
such a model is the further assumption that the respective rate constants
for floccuation and break up of the floe have the same (or no!) dependence
on stress.However debatable such assumptions may be, the data in Fig. 3
are compatible with this model. It might be expected that the local strain
on the filler phase,rather than the overall composite strain, should control
aggregatedebonding. If the mechanical interactions in filled rubber coincided with parallel coupling of the filler and polymeric phases, the two
criteria would be equivalent.4KDirect measurement of microscopic strains
in the two phaseswould be of interest in this regard.
It is observed in Fig. 3 that the magnitude of the modulus enhancement
from the carbon black network increasesmarkedly as the temperature is
reduced toward that of the glass transition. This behavior conforms to
previous observations made at temperatures strictly in the rubbery region.‘3,49 Under appropriate conditions the electrical conductivity of
filled rubber will also decreasewith increases in temperature, with the
effect, however, ascribed to the change of interaggregate distances by
thermal expansion. “,‘h.“~s” If the dissociation of the aggregatecontacts is
thermally activated, the increase in low strain modulus upon cooling is an
expected consequence of escalating flocculation.47,’ ’ The low strain elastic modulus vs temperature data exhibit positive deviations from Arrhenius behavior, indicating that while an equilibrium in the extent of flocculation may exist, the composite modulus is further augmented at lower
temperature by the increasing stiffness of the polymer phase. The contribution from the filler nevertheless increasesmarkedly with a reduction in
temperature, giving rise to a more strain dependent modulus. This in
direct contradiction to the prediction, predicated upon a closer equivalence of the respective moduli of the filler and polymer in the transition
region, of a convergence there of the low and high strain moduli of carbon
black reinforced rubber.47 Some earlier experimental results, which suggested that filled and unfilled rubbers would become more similar as the
transition region was approached, were either done at high strain amplitude4” or were confused by failure to maintain a constant strain amplitude.” As Fig. 3 clearly illustrates, both the effects of strain and temperature on dynamic properties are significant. The more glass-like behavior
ofthe polymeric phase at lower temperatures is evidently accompanied by
increased filler stiffness due to greater aggregate interaction.
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CONCLUSIONS
The experimental data described herein suggest that a carbon black
network structure exists in filled rubber absent any deformation. As a
consequencethe dynamic properties are independent of strain for strain
amplitudes below about lo-‘. The high modulus and increased energy
dissipation associated with very low strain deformations are largely independent of the mobility of the polymer segments, notwithstanding the
interaction of the latter with the carbon black. The onset of glassy behavior in the polymer doesnot appreciably diminish the strong strain dependence of the dynamic properties of carbon black-rubber composites. At
least at very low strains, the proliferation of interaggregate contacts continues to dominate the mechanical response.
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